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Alex Haley wrote arguably the two most influential works of African American 
history of the second half of the twentieth century: The Autobiography of Malcolm X and 
Roots. Both books sold millions of copies and contributed to an Afrocentric 
consciousness among black Americans. The publication of Roots and the airing of the 
television miniseries based on the book became a cultural phenomenon. The book sold 
more than 12 million copies and more than 13 0 million Americans watched the 
miniseries. Such a powerful shared cultural experience affected the lives of many 
Americans during the 1970s. 
No historian has yet attempted to explain fully the Roots phenomenon. Also no 
study exists that explains how Alex Haley developed the book's Afrocentric theme. 
Questions concerning Haley's veracity remain unresolved, and no one has defined 
whether Roots is a novel or non-fiction. Haley's apparent plagiarism detracts from the 
legitimacy of Roots as a classroom tool. But the Kunta Kinte story is a powerful 










In March 1978, T�omas Searls of Buckfield, Maine, read a book to pass the long 
tedious hours of his job in a hospital boiler room. While reading the book, he laughed, 
cried, and became angry with the perpetrators of a great injustice inflicted upon millions 
of African Americans. The book imbued a sense of "brotherhood," not only between 
Searls and other African Americans, but also with unknown ancestors in Africa. Feeling 
the urge to share his experience, Searls wrote to the author and asked him to "imagine a 
man, sitting at a desk in a small hospital boiler room, early on a Sunday evening, with 
wet eyes, repeating God bless you Alex Haley." Searls continued: "An Arrow called 
brotherhood was let loose to fly through time long before a heart ever moved blood . . .  
your book is one of those things that relentlessly push the arrow to its true course." 
Searls 's emotional response emphasizes the effect of Roots on African Americans 
receptive to a mythical connection between themselves and Africa. Through Alex 
Haley's Roots, Thomas Searls attained an understanding of the connection between 
himself and millions of other children of the African Diaspora and their cultural 
homeland in Africa. 1 
Roots transcended popular culture and became the mythical story of every African 
in the Americas. Before Haley's message, few African Americans understood the extent 
of the African influence on American culture. The publication of Roots in 1977 followed 
years of African American activism that prepared blackAmerica for an Afrocentric 
version of American history. The powerful Afrocentric myth of Kunta Kinte and the 
heightened desire among African Americans in the late twentieth century for a universal 
story of their history led to the Roots phenomenon. Most Americans understood the 
1Thomas Searls to Alex Haley, March 5, 1978, Series One, Folder Thirteen, Fan Mail, The Alex 
Haley Collection, University of Tennessee Special Collections. 
2 
Afrocentric perspective of American history for the first time with the airing of the 
television miniseries in 1977. Roots expressed clearly the cultural connection between 
black Americans and Africa. Haley's message instilled in many Americans a fresh 
respect for the legitimacy of African-American culture and a desire to research their own 
ancestral history. Roots transcended the African-American community because it 
intersected with global themes of racism and cultural imperialism and with the uni versa} 
admiration for the human capacity to overcome hardship and oppression. 
What does Afrocentrism mean for the study of history? According to Molefi Kete 
Asante, professor of African American studies at Temple University, Afrocentrism 
"means, literally, placing African ideals at the center of any analysis that involves African 
culture and behavior." An Afrocentric history of slavery is from the perspective of the 
slave, not the slaveholder. Asante also contends that without "African agency" white 
Americans will continue to believe "that Africans did not have civilization prior to 
contact with whites . . and that the United States is solely a white project." Roots 
explained the Afrocentric basis of the African-American past and did so in a format most 
Americans could easily understand. Afrocentric myths such as Roots challenge 
traditional Eurocentric stereotypes and encourage white America to accept the legitimacy 
of African-American culture. 2 
Why did Alex Haley's Roots create such a furor? The obvious answer is that 
Roots presented the black version of slavery on television for the first time. But why did 
Americans respond so positively to the message and how did the desire to create an 
Afrocentric myth survive four centuries of racial degradation? Was Haley's Afrocentric 
2Molefi Kete Asante, The Afrocentric Idea, (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1998), 2. 
3 
message original, or did he continue existing historical discourse? Why did an 
Afrocentric myth appeal to a racial cross-section in America? How did white racists 
react to Roots? Most Americans ignored the assault on Haley's veracity that surfaced 
during the Roots phenomenon. Why was the American public willing to accept the 
various historical inaccuracies and the allegation of plagiarism in Roots? Did Roots 
continue to affect American society after 1977? 
Most Euro-American whites had historically denied the legitimacy of African­
American culture. Prior to the Civil War, various white intellectuals saw blacks as a 
separate, inferior race, and many whites denied that any civilization existed in Africa and 
considered blacks incapable of equal participation in white society. This black incapacity 
for civilization was supposedly both biological and cultural. Under white tutelage, either 
as slaves or within some other system of white supremacy, blacks might survive as a 
race, but social equality remained a permanent impossibility. Following the Civil War, 
whites posited various racial ideologies influenced by Social Darwinism. Though 
southern whites were more virulently racist, northern whites increasingly viewed blacks 
as perpetually inferior. These racist views infused white America with a "barbaric" 
image of African culture and encouraged the view that blacks came from "barbarity" and 
without white control reverted to it. In 1900, Paul B. Barringer, professor of medicine at 
the University of Virginia, thought that the "Negroes as a race are reverting to barbarism 
with the inordinate criminality and degradation of that state." He further contended that 
blacks were "doomed at no distant day to ultimate extinction." Dr. Barringer thought that 
white control offered blacks a chance for survival and his argument gave evolutionary 
sanction for the subjugation of African Americans in the U.S. Racist concepts such as 
these guided the white perception of African Americans well into the twentieth century.3 
In the early twentieth century, racist imagery pervaded American popular culture. 
White-owned Newspaper and magazine articles, advertisements, caricatured art, and 
minstrel shows presented blacks as "barbaric" and "uncivilized." More than a century of 
racist white ideology continued to legitimate the image of the degraded black. American 
films such as Birth of a Nation, Gone With the Wind, and Tarzan movies helped to shape 
the inferi_or image of African Americans. White America, including President Woodrow 
Wilson, generally considered Birth of a Nation to be the correct interpretation of race 
relations during Reconstruction when the film appeared in 1915. D.W. Griffith's 
powerful film adaptation of Thomas Dixon's novel The Clansman played to packed 
houses across the United States beginning in 1915, but ten years earlier Dixon, a Baptist 
minister and lecturer before he became a best-selling novelist, had toured the country 
with a stage version of the Clansman. In 1906, the play set records for attendance in 
Brooklyn and played all summer in Chicago. The popularity of the play and Birth of a 
Nation in the North illustrates that white-supremacist thinking flourished everywhere in 
America during the early twentieth century. Both film and play frightened white 
audiences with depictions of violent and lustful black males.4 
3 Paul B. Barringer, Race Problems of the South: Proceedings of the First Annual Conference, 
(Richmond, Southern Society for the Promotion of the Study of Race Conditions and Problems in the 
South, 1900), Quoted from George M. Fredrickson, The Black Image in the White Mind: The Debate on 
Afro-American Character and Destiny, (New York: Harper and Row, 1971), 252. George Shepperson, 
"Africa in American History and Literature," The Proceedings of the British Academy. 1979 65: 395-4 16. 
"Thomas Cripps, Slow Fade To Black: The Negro in American Film, 1900-1942, (London: Oxford 
University, 1977), 363. Raymond Allen Cook, Fire from the Flint: The Amazing Careers ofThomas 
Dixon, (Winston Salem: John F. Blair, 1968), 149. 
Thomas Dixon's perspective on southern race relations influenced Margaret 
Mitchell's novel Gone With The Wind published in 1936. Shortly after completing the 
novel, Mitchell said that she was "practically" raised on Dixon's work, and he 
congratulated her for accurately depicting the South during Reconstruction. Dixon even 
offered to write the screenplay for the upcoming film, but Mitchell politely declined. In 
Gone With The Wind, she contended that without white tutelage African Americans 
became "black apes" who committed "outrages on women." The novel is replete with 
images of paternalistic masters, ignorant blacks, and racially derogatory language. 
Mitchell also asserted that black crime and the threat of social equality during 
Reconstruction made the Ku Klux Klan a "tragic necessity."5 
5 
Gone With The Wind the novel portrayed traditional southern paternalism infused 
with twentieth-century racism, but the film proved to be slightly different. In 1939, 
David 0. Selznick's film adaptation presented Mitchell's paternalistic vision of the Old 
South without as much racist content. Selznick initially wanted to keep Mitchell's story 
intact for the film version, and he intended to use the same racist language including 
terms such as "darkie" and "Nigger." The potential negative reaction by black civil rights 
organizations and the black media to the film led him to remove the racist language and 
to strengthen several black characters. Despite these changes, the film still portrays a 
South populated with paternalistic masters and dependent blacks. Even positive black 
characters, such as Mammy, remain subservient to whites. The comic stupidity of 
Butterfly McQueen 's character Prissy was similar to the racist humor of minstrel shows, 
5Leonard J. Leff, "David Selznick's Gone With The Wind: The Negro Problem," The Georgia 
Review, Spring 1984 XXXVIII, Number I, 149-150. 
and it angered many African Americans. Malcolm X later commented that he wanted to 
"crawl under the rug" when he saw McQueen's antics. Although not as bitterly anti-black 
as Birth of a Nation, Gone With The Wind still depicted blacks as second-class citizens 
and reinforced the myth of southern paternalism. 6 
In the early twentieth century, the white historical community supported white 
supremacy. The Columbia University historian William Dunning argued that greedy 
northern Republicans, southern "scalawags," and ignorant blacks conspired to destroy 
southern civilization during Reconstruction. He also thought that the resumption of white 
supremacist rule protected white southerners from black degeneracy. Dunning inspired a 
generation of historians to explain how white southerners redeemed each southern state 
from the perils of Republican rule. Ulrich Bonnell Phillips, the prominent southern 
historian at Yale, contended in 1928 that the South always had been, and always would 
remain, "a white man's country." He further asserted that the plantation was a "civilizing 
factor" for "heathen Savages." The white academic community thus supported cultural 
white supremacy. White colleges and public schools taught the Dunning and Phillips 
vision of American history to two generations of students.7 
World War II challenged the validity of institutionalized racism in the United 
States. American opposition to Nazi Germany invalidated racism in the media. The 
overt racism of the Nazi regime led Americans to reconsider segregation in the U.S. 
Black leaders s<?ught the end of institutionalized segregation in the U.S. in exchange for 
6Thomas Cripps, "Winds of Change: Gone With The Wind and Racism as a National Issue," Gone 
With The Wind in American Culture, Ed. Darden Asbury Pyron, (Miami: University of Florida Presses, 
1983), 137. 
7U.B. Phillips quoted from Daniel Joseph Singal, The War Within: From Victorian to Modernist 
Thought in the South, 1919-1945, (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1982), 49. 
black service during the conflict. The Double V campaign, a term signifying victory in 
the war and at home for blacks, influenced the U.S. government and military to court 
African-American support. American magazines and newspapers stopped printing 
degraded images of African Americans at the beginning of World War II. Articles that 
acknowledged black accomplishments in the war effort soon appeared. War films 
presented an "idealized platoon" that included minorities despite the segregation of the 
armed forces. The Hollywood director Frank Capra produced a propaganda film for the 
U.S. military, The Negro Soldier, which portrayed the contributions of black soldiers in 
the war effort. The U.S. military leadership hoped that such films would ease racial 
tensions during the conflict. Unfortunately, Roosevelt failed to significantly redress 
racial problems in the U.S.8 
By 1965, African Americans secured basic civil rights but they still lacked true 
social equality. The violent reaction of southern whites to Martin Luther King's non­
violent resistance campaign became a nightly spectacle on television. The violence 
shocked America and led to the Civil Rights Act and the Voting Rights Act in 1964 and 
1965 respectively. Blacks gained equal voting rights and access to public spaces, but 
America failed to redress the problems of urban ghettoes. Riots in American cities 
exemplified black frustration and continued white supremacy.9 
8Charles W. Eagles," Two "Double V's": Jonathan Daniels, FDR, and Race Relations During 
World War II," North Carolina Historical Review, 1982 59(3): 252-270. Thomas Cripps, Making Movies 
Black: The Hollywood Movie from World War II to the Civil Rights Movement, ( New York: Oxford 
University Press), 102-125 .. 
9C. Vann Woodward, The Strange Career of Jim Crow, (London: Oxford University Press, 1966), 
135-136. 
Despite the political changes for African Americans, white-supremacist cultural 
presumptions still held in the late 1960s. White-supremacist groups existed on the 
fringes of American society. George Lincoln Rockwell, leader of the American Nazi 
Party, drew on white fears of black crime and degeneracy to recruit new members. His 
publications presented images of black criminals and suggested that minorities would 
eventually outnumber white Americans. White supremacists like Rockwell drew on 
centuries of racist ideology to support their agenda. Alex Haley interviewed Rockwell 
for Playboy magazine in 1966, and Rockwell told him that the black contribution to 
America had been "almost entirely manual and menial. Horses could have done most of 
it, or well-trained monkeys from the same trees they were flushed out of." Blacks 
obtained the vote and equal access to public spaces in the mid-l 960s, but denigration of 
black culture continued in the 1970s. 10 
By the 1960s, Afrocentric intellectuals had been asserting the legitimacy of 
African culture for more than a century. Alexander Crummell, a nineteenth-century 
bl�ck intellectual and Episcopal minister, exemplifed these early Afrocentrists. 
Crummell lived in Liberia for twenty years before returning to the United States in the 
1890s. His experience in Africa convinced him that blacks could civilize themselves. He 
stressed the necessity of racial pride and cooperation among African Americans. 
Crummell thought that blacks should emphasis the legitimacy of their own culture, not 
attempt to integrate into white society. During the twentieth century, African American 
1°Earl and Merle Black, Politics and Society in the South, (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1987), 195-
232. Thomas Sugrue, The Origins of the Urban Crisis: Race and Inequality in Postwar Detroit, (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1996), 259-271. Alex Haley: The Playboy Interviews, Ed. Murray Fisher, 
(New York: Ballantine Books, 1993), 178. 
9 
intellectuals, such as W. E. B. Du Bois, also espoused Afrocentrism. Du Bois wanted 
blacks to establish an independent and educated racial community. In Black 
Reconstruction Du Bois challenged the Dunning and Phillips conception of race relations 
in American history. Instead of black degeneracy, he asserted the tragic failure of 
Reconstruction and the subjugation of black labor by northern capital. But these early 
Afrocentrists failed to alter American perceptions of African barbarity. In the twentieth 
century, few Americans of either race understood Afrocentrism.11 
The civil rights movement provided African Americans with an increased desire 
to understand their historical experience in America. They hungered for a history of their 
own, to have their story told in a black voice. Centuries of white racist rhetoric had 
partially subsided following the civil rights movement. Black Power ideology and the 
"Black is Beautiful" movement instilled in African Americans a renewed respect for their 
own culture. Yet African Americans still possessed no universal Afrocentric myth that 
explained their cumulative experience in American history. They lacked an 
understanding of their African cultural heritage. It was this need for an Afrocentric myth 
that prepared black Americans for Roots. 12 
Little in Alex Haley's background suggested his future as the great populizer of 
Afrocentrism. He was born in Ithaca, New York in 1921, the son of teachers. An 
indifferent student, Haley dropped out of college in 1939 and enlisted in the Coast Guard, 
11W.E.B. Du Bois, Black Reconstruction in America: An Essay Toward a History of the Part 
which Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880, (New York: 
Atheneum, 1969). Harold Cruse, The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual, (New York: William Morrow and 
Company, 1967) August Meir, Negro Thought in America, 1880-1915: Racial Ideologies in the Age of 
Booker T. Washington, (Anne Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1963). 
11'homas Henricksen, "Black is Beautiful: An Old Idea," Negro History Bulletin 1971 34(7): 150-
152. 
10 
where he served as a steward aboard an ammunition ship, which was one of the few jobs 
open to African Americans in the Coast Guard. Haley's shipmates soon learned that he 
was an avid writer of love letters. He found himself spending most of his time 
composing letters for the less literate among them, which helped him to escape the ship's 
kitchen. He published several magazine articles, and eventually the Coast Guard 
promoted Haley to the position of Chief Journalist. When he retired in 1959, Haley 
began working as a free-lance journalist. In 1961, he became a regular writer for several 
magazines, including doing celebrity interviews for Playboy. In 1963, Haley interviewed 
Malcolm X. Soon afterwards, Malcolm asked Haley to collaborate with him on an 
autobiography. 13 
Before he met Malcolm X, Haley distrusted the Nation of Islam and his 
perspective on race relations was conservative. In 1960 for example, Haley published 
"Mr. Muhammad Speaks" in the Reader's Digest. He called the Nation of Islam a "racist 
cult" and he labeled Elijah Muhammad' s black-nationalist rhetoric dangerous. Haley 
contended that it was "important for Christianity and democracy to help remove the 
Negroes' honest grievances and thus eliminate the appeal of such a potent racist cult" 
Although no evidence exists that Haley ever embraced the ideology of the Nation of 
Islam, his adoption of an Afrocentric understanding of African-American history 
following his meeting with Malcolm X suggested that a new perspective on race relations 
informed Roots. 14 
13"Haley RX: Talk, Write, Reunite," Time, February 14, 1977, 72. 
14Alex Haley, "Mr. Muhammad Speaks," Readers Digest, March 1960, 104. 
1 1  
Haley's relationship with Malcolm X changed his perspective on race relations. 
Before meeting Malcolm, he intended to title a book Before This Present Trouble. The 
book was to focus on Haley's family between 1920 and 1950, and he planned to 
emphasize positive race relations in the South befor� the civil rights movement. Malcolm 
insisted that Haley understand his Afrocentric view of American history before he would 
consent to the interview. He explained the connection between black America and 
Africa. Betty Shahbaz, Malcolm X's widow, contended that Malcolm "gave [Haley] a 
history of people coming over on slave ships and a great number of the people coming 
were Muslim." Malcolm also told Haley that Africans possessed civilization before 
coming to America, and he insisted that the African Diaspora was essential in explaining 
African-American history. Shahbaz asserted that Haley developed from Malcolm his 
idea to seek his African roots. Haley denied that Malcolm affected the project in any 
way, but the radical shift in the book's theme suggests Malcolm's influence. Haley' s 
harsh judgment of the Nation of Islam in "Mr. Muhammad Speaks" contrasts sharply 
with his depiction of an Islamic African Eden in Roots. Haley's experience with Malcolm 
X apparently changed his perspective on African American history. 15 
After completing The Autobiography of Malcolm X in 1964, Haley made a casual 
visit to the National Archives to look through census records in search of written proof of 
his family's tradition of oral history. After several hours in front of a microfilm reader, 
Haley found a reference to his Aunt Liz in the 1870 Census for Alamance County, North 
15Betty Shahbaz interview by Anne Romaine, The Anne Romaine Collection, University of 
Tennessee Special Collections, 2-3, 10. Alex Haley, The Autobiography of Malcolm X as told to Alex 
Haley. (New York: Ballantine Books, 1964), 390-466. Phillip Nobile, "Uncovering Roots," Village Voice, 
New York, February 23, 1993, Volume 38, Issue 8, 35. 
12 
Carolina. Much of Haley's knowledge of his family history came from the stories his 
Aunt Liz told him during his childhood in Hemming, Tennessee. Excitement filled Haley 
because he held written proof of his family genealogy. At that moment, his twelve-year 
quest to find his roots began. Haley wanted to reconstruct the history of his family 
starting in Africa and continuing through slavery to the late twentieth century. He also 
wanted his family to symbolize the history of all children of the African Diaspora. Haley 
envisioned Roots from the standpoint of the slave. Little did he realize how ready 
African Americans, indeed all Americans, were to have an Afrocentric myth of American 
history. 16  
By 1966 Haley had documented the story of his American family, but he longed 
to discover his African ancestry. He faced a familiar problem for African Americans 
researching family genealogy: the paucity of records concerning blacks. He realized that 
his family stories were the best way to pursue his research. The Haley family possessed 
something most African American families did not, an oral tradition that stretched back 
to their first ancestor in North America. More important, Haley's African ancestor, Kunta 
Kinte, passed on several African words to his descendents. While reading an article 
about the Rosetta Stone, Haley realized that the few African words passed down through 
seven generations of his family were the key to deciphering his ancestral past. He visited 
Jan Vansina, a respected linguist and African historian, for help in determining the origin 
of his ancestor's language. Vansina informed Haley that Kunta Kinte originated from the 
Mandika tribe of Gambia. In the late twentieth century, virtually no African Americans 
16"Haley RX: Talk, Write, Reunite," 72, 75. Alex Haley, "In Search of the African," American 
History Illustrated, February 1974, 22. 
1 3  
knew the particular African tribe from which they originated. Haley now claimed to tell 
the story of his family starting before the African Diaspora. This component of Roots 
became the symbolic reunification of black America with Africa. 17 
Haley flew to Gambia in hopes of finding his actual African family. Gambian 
government officials located an oral historian who claimed to know the story of Haley's 
African family. They informed him that his family was from the Mandika village of 
Juffure, and when Haley traveled there the village griot, an African oral historian, recited 
the story of the Kinte family. Haley could hardly contain his excitement when the griot 
described the disappearance of a young man named Kunta Kinte in the late eighteenth 
century. He was chopping wood for a ceremonial drum, just like the Kunta Kinte of the 
stories handed down in Haley's American family. When a translator informed the griot 
that Haley was a descendent of Kunta Kinte, an emotional reunion took place between 
Haley and the entire village of Juffure. The most powerful element of Roots was Haley's 
claim of having found his African family. 1 8  
Haley intended for the myth of Kunta Kinte to symbolize the history of Africans 
throughout the Americas. He informed a Trinidadian reader that the "great central 
message" of Roots was that "we black people here in the U.S.  and in the Caribbean and 
South America, have the same essential ancestral background . . .  The only difference 
between those of us here, and you there, is the direction that was taken by the specific 
slaving ships."  Haley emphasized a unity of experience among all people of African 
17" In Search of the African," 22-27. Jan Vansina, Living With Africa, (Madison: Wisconsin 
University Press, 1994), 150. 
18Living with Africa, 26-27. Alex Haley, Roots, (Garden City: Doubleday, 1976) , 671-681. 
14 
descent in the Americas. Slavery varied from region to region, but the forced emigration 
of millions from Africa created a bond between them all. In addition, all blacks in the 
Americas retained a cultural connection to Africa. Kunta Kinte became the mythic 
ancestor of all African Americans. Haley also explained the history of African 
Americans beginning with the African Diaspora and culminating with Reconstruction. 
His vision of black history challenged Dunning and Phillips and asserted the 
perseverance of blacks throughout American history. 19  
Human societies use myths to define national identity and character. For much of 
its history, the United States celebrated the mythology of the frontier experience. 
Utilizing existent cultural iconography, Frederick Jackson Turner argued that this 
experience shaped American democratic institutions. His frontier thesis supposedly 
synthesized all of American history into one coherent model, but Turner focused solely 
on the white perspective and subsequent historians sought a more complex, more 
inclusive understandings of the past. Alex Haley' s Roots provides an alternative 
historical model to explain the cumulative black experience with American history. 
Kunta Kinte kept African culture alive and Haley reunited black America with Africa. 
Although the publisher Doubleday and Alex Haley marketed Roots as history, it is best 
understood as a mythic novel that explains one black man's perception of African 
American history. 20 
19 Alex Haley to Joy Valdes, May 29, 1979, Series One, Box One, Folder Eleven, Fan Mail, The 
Alex Haley Collection, University of Tennessee Special Collections. 
20prederick Jackson Turner, "Significance of the Frontier in American History," Annual Report of 
the American History Association for the Year 1893, (Washington, D.C., 1894), 199-227. 
15 
The story of Kunta Kinte occupies the center of Alex Haley's exploration of 
African-American history. He came of age in a sophisticated African culture. His people 
were Muslim and taught their male children to speak and read Arabic and to study the 
Koran. His father, along with the other adult males of the village, taught Kunta Kinte the 
responsibilities of manhood. He learned to herd goats and to hunt for food. He also 
learned the history of his family and tribe from the village griot. After undergoing 
intense training, Kunta Kinte assumed the mantle of manhood in his late teens. He grew 
up in an organized and "civilized" village that exhibited none of the barbarity Americans 
generally associate with Africa. 21 
Shortly after achieving manhood, Kunta Kinte left Juffure to find a suitable log to 
carve a drum. He encountered two Toubobs, white men, and several African slavers 
intent on capturing him. Kunta Kinte struggled mightily, but he succumbed to his 
attackers and they took him to the slave ship Lord Ligonier. Kunta Kinte then 
experienced the horrors of the Middle Passage. Many of the other slaves aboard the Lord 
Ligonier died of disease, but he found the strength to survive. Upon arrival in Annapolis, 
Maryland, Kunta Kinte was sold into slavery on a succession of plantations. He 
attempted to escape several times and was beaten and finally had half of one foot cut off 
by slave catchers. Kunta Kinte never tried to escape again. He settled into the long 
process of acclimating to his new life as a slave but refused to relinquish his psychic 




At several points in Roots, Haley uses Kunta Kinte as a foil against other slaves 
who have already accepted their plight. Kunta Kinte thought that the other slaves 
possessed no "realization . . .  that they were a lost tribe, that any kind of respect or 
appreciation for themselves had been squeezed out of them so thoroughly that they 
seemed to fe_el that their lives were as they should be." Samson, a black overseer, helped 
force Kunta Kinte to accept his servile condition. Samson beat him on several occasions 
and recaptured him during an escape attempt. The Fiddler, a fellow slave known for his 
musical ability, befriended Kunta Kinte and eased his transition into slave life. But the 
Fiddler accepted his life as a slave, something Kunta Kinte resisted. Kunta Kinte never 
lost his aversion to the acquiescence in slavery among American slaves. Kunta Kinte 
retained a connection to his African homeland and refused to assimilate fully into 
American society. 
Each subsequent generation of his family resisted as well. He passed on his 
African lineage through the successive generations of his family with a smattering of 
Mandika words. Kunta Kinte's story continued through the narrative of his family for 
two hundred years, and each generation symbolized the plight of African Americans at a 
time in American history. Kunte Kinte married Bell, his master's cook, just after the 
American Revolution. They had a daughter Kizzy who was sold at the age of fifteen for 
helping her lover escape. Tom Lea, Kizzy's new master, raped her and she gave birth to a 
son, George. He became famous for his skill at training gamecocks and received the 
nickname Chicken George. Lea allowed him greater autonomy than other slaves which 
increased George's desire to be free. After spending several years in England working for 
an English nobleman because of a gambling debt incurred by Lea, George returned on the 
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eve of the Civil War and led his family to freedom in Henning, Tennessee. Haley 
intermingled historical events from the Revolution to Reconstruction with the story of his 
family. He completed Roots with the reunification of his American and African families 
which symbolized the continued cultural connection between black Americans and 
Africa.23 
The book and the miniseries told essentially the same story. Most of the 
differences resulted from adapting a 688-page book to television . In the book, Haley 
vividly described the daily life of a "civilized" African tribe, demonstrating that the 
people of Juffure possessed complex customs and high levels of literacy and thus 
disproving the barbarity Americans generally associated with Africa. The miniseries 
devoted only part of the first episode to Kunta Kinte's life before enslavement. Despite 
the sparse airtime devoted to the African segment of Roots, the image of a "civilized" 
African tribe on prime-time television remained powerful . Kunta Kinte replaced the 
degraded "Sambo" with an intelligent, "civilized" African .24 
The producers of Roots took great care in choosing actors to play the white roles. 
They purposefully chose respected white television actors, such as Lorne Greene and 
Edward Asner. More of the story centered on white characters in the television version. 
In addition, some white characters, such as the slave ship captain played by Asner, were 
not completely comfortable with slavery. The sympathetic treatment of white characters 
made the miniseries more appealing to whites. These factors help to explain the positive 
23Roots, 252. 
�oots. 1- 149. Roots, Volume I, Produced by David L. Wolper, (New York: Warner Home 
Videos, 198 1). 
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reaction of most whi te Americans to Roots . The changes altered Haley's story to one 
more balanced between the whi te and black perspective. Despi te the changes, Kunta 
Kinte sti ll symbolized the plight of all blacks affected by the African Diaspora, and he 
did so from the African-American perspective.25 
Roots the novel debuted in  October 1976. By December 1976, i t  had already sold 
500,000 copies. Haley received 500 fan letters per week between October and 
December. Publishers in  fifty nations placed bids to print translated versions of Roots, 
and Haley had 400 requests for speaking engagements. He hand-delivered an 
autographed copy of Roots to Henry Kissinger and wrote the official biography of Jimmy 
Carter for the 1976 presidential inauguration. He seemed shocked by his instant fame. In 
his own estimation, he "didn't set out to write a classic. I just wanted to tell a story."26 
In February 1977 , an overwhelming number of Americans experienced the Roots 
phenomenon. More than 130 million people watched at least part of the miniseries. 
More people watched the final episode than the 1977 Super Bowl. In fact, the last 
episode was the most watched television show ever up to that time. The previous top 
show had been the first half of Gone With the Wind, which had aired in  November 1976. 
Seven of eight Roots episodes ranked in  the top ten television shows of all time. Book 
sales skyrocketed wi th the showing of the miniseries. On the thi rd day of the telecast, the 
25Dennis Potter, "Black Magic and Chalk Dust," Sunday Times, London, April 10, 1977, 38. 
Michael Steward Blayney, "Roots and the Noble Savage," Tennessee Historical Quarterly, Spring 1986, 
45(1), 57. 
26 Al Martinez, "Haley Bewildered at Book Impact," Atlanta Journal Constitution, December 19, 
1976, 32-D. 
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book sold 67,000 copies, and the publisher rushed to print an additional 1,000,000 copies. 
The Roots phenomenon came to its ultimate fruition during the miniseries. 27 
Alex Haley's life was forever changed. As of February 1977, he had already 
earned more than $1,000,000 in royalties. He received the Pulitzer Prize for literature in 
1977, and Brigham Young University awarded him an honorary doctorate. On a three­
month lecture and book signing tour, people flocked to see him in overwhelming 
numbers. At a book signing in February, Haley professed his surprise to find that of 
3,000 people who attended he "encountered only five persons who didn't have more than 
one copy. 11 Most of all, Haley enjoyed the effect he had on African American children. 
At a Los Angeles book signing one precocious little black girl told Haley that she 
intended to "write a bigger book than you. 11 Roots made Haley an instant celebrity and a 
hero for many African Americans. 28 
Controversy quickly followed the meteoric success of Roots. The day before the 
miniseries was to begin airing in Great Britain in April 1977, Mark Ottoway, a respected 
British journalist, published a scathing critique of Roots in the Sunday Times of London. 
Ottoway contended that Haley's African research had "no factual basis, 11 because his 
Gambian oral history source, Kebba Fofana, had deceived him. He also asserted that 
Haley's supposed ancestral home, Juffure, had not been an African Eden as depicted in 
Roots. In 1767, roughly the time of Kunta Kinte's capture, the African village of Juffure 
was a British trading post with a racially-diverse population. Haley' s depiction of Juffure 
27"Why Roots Hit Home," Time, February 1 4, 1 977, 69-70. "Haley's Rx: Talk, Write Reunite," 
72, 75 . 
28Dallin H. Oaks, President of Brigham Young University to Alex Haley, February 2, 1 977, Series 
One, Box One, Folder 3, Speaking Requests, The Alex Haley Collection, University of Tennessee Special 
Collections. "Why Roots Hit Home," 69-70. 
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simplified a complex multi-cultural and multi-racial society into an idealized Afrocentric 
vision of Afirca. Ottoway also discredited Haley's use of slave ship registrars from the 
Lloyd's of London Archives. Haley claimed to have found Kunta Kinte's name listed on 
the ship's registrar of the Lord Ligonier in 1767. The archivist of Lloyd's informed 
Ottoway that their records did not list cargoes of slave ships during the eighteenth 
century. The emotional impact of Roots rested on Haley's assertion that he could connect 
the Kunta Kinte of his family's oral tradition to a slave captured in Gambia during 1767. 
Ottoway's article challenged the validity of Roots and the trustworthiness of Alex Haley 
the man.29 
The controversy over Roots broke in the United States simultaneously with the 
Sunday Times article. The New York Times printed three articles concerning Ottoway's 
assertions. In one, Haley answered Ottoway's allegations, admitting that Roots contained 
"dozens of factual errors," but he insisted that none of the mistakes was intentional. He 
also contrasted Roots with the racist "Tarzan and Jane image of Africa." Haley admitted 
that he employed faulty scholarship, but he considered the "symbolic history of his 
people" to be intact. Several prominent American historians also challenged Ottoway's 
assertions. Edmund S .  Morgan, a renowned colonial historian at Yale, thought that the 
"errors about the location of the village are not important--nobody will deny there was a 
slave trade." Morgan also thought that Roots " retained a good deal of [its] impact no 
matter how many mistakes the man has made." Morgan's attitude mirrored that of most 
historians polled for the article. They considered Roots to be a creative endeavor, not a 
work of scholarly history. Bernard Bailyn, professor of history at Harvard, thought that 
29Mark Ottoway, "Tangled Roots," Sunday Times, April 10, 1977, 17, 2 1 .  
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the true importance of the book centered on an African American's perception of slavery, 
not on small historical details. Roots survived Ottoway's challenge because historians 
considered it a myth, not a work of history. David Brion Davis, another Yale University 
professor, contended that all historical arguments contain errors. He asserted further that 
people need "myths about the past, and one must remember how much in the myths about 
the Pilgrims or the immigrants coming here has been reversed." More importantly, the 
mass of Americans ignored the questions concerning Haley's veracity. Haley did misuse 
evidence to make his story work, and he most likely did not find his actual African 
ancestor. But the Kunta Kinte myth, as well as Alex Haley, survived the controversy, 
because the American public connected with the story.30 
In the summer of 1977, two authors sued Haley for plagiarism. The first suit 
came form Margaret Alexander Walker, a respected African American author, who 
accused Haley of copying portions of her Civil War novel Jubilee. The press virtually 
ignored the lawsuit and in September 1978 a judge ruled that Walker had insufficient 
evidence to support her claims of plagiarism against Haley. Phillip Nobile, a journalist 
who revisited the Roots controversy in a 1993 Village Voice article, contended that the 
dismissal of Walker's case led the press to ignore a more dangerous lawsuit. That same 
year Harold Courlander, a white author, sued Haley for plagiarizing his 1967 novel, The 
African. Courlander proved in court that Haley copied 81 separate passages from The 
African. The passages amounted to only one percent of Roots and Haley's lawyers 
3°R.obert McFadden, "Some Points of Roots Questioned; Haley Stands by Book as a Symbol," 
New York Times, April 10, 1977, 1, 29. Israel Shenker, "Some Historians Dismiss Report of Factual 
Mistakes in Roots," New York Times, Apri l 19, 1977, 29. Gerald Fraser, "Haley is Hoping to Debate 
Reporter," New York Times, April 1 0, 1977, 29. 
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advised him to await the judge's decision. Fearing the end of his lucrative career, and not 
wanting to tarnish the upcoming broadcast of Roots II, which continued the story of 
Haley's family from Reconstruction into the 1970s, Haley decided to settle the case out of 
court. In December 1978, he paid Courlander $650,000 and signed a statement 
acknowledging that "various materials from The African found their way into his book 
Roots."
31  
Haley survived the plagiarism controversy because few reporters were willing to 
tarnish the reputation of a legend. He retained his Pulitzer Prize and his lucrative career 
continued. The American public revered him and Roots II aired in 1979. More than 1 10 
million Americans watched the second installment of Haley's family history.32 
The cultural phenomenon surrounding Roots legitimated the creation of 
Afrocentric college courses. In February 1977, 276 colleges offered courses based on 
Roots. That same year, Haley helped produce a college-level Afrocentric textbook, From 
Freedom to Freedom, based on Roots. Haley hoped that students in the course would 
"become aware of truths which would probably never have become known to him or her 
except perhaps through the pursuit of more scholarly books." In his own estimation, 
Haley wrote Roots not for the intellectual but for the mass of Americans who possessed 
no understanding of their cultural history. Haley also contended that Kunta Kinte 
symbolized the millions of black Americans who each came from an ancestor "who lived 
in some African village, got captured in some way, and who crossed the ocean in some 
31Nobile, 3 1-39. 
32Michael Arlen, "The Air: The Prisoner of the Golden Dream," The New Yorker, March 26, 
1979, 1 15 .  
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slave ship; then to some succession of plantations . . . and since then the struggle for 
freedom. " In 1977 many college instructors treated Roots as a legitimate classroom tool. 
They considered Roots a powerful source for explaining African-American history to 
students. 33 
In the winter of 1977, Herb Boyd, professor of black studies at Wayne State 
University, used Roots and From Freedom to Freedom in an African history course. 
Boyd acknowledged that Haley made historical mistakes but emphasized the classroom 
value of the Kunta Kinte myth. The course consisted of 250 non-traditional students, all 
but two of whom were black. Boyd asserted that Roots would "have more of an impact 
on students than all the black studies courses and programs combined." The Afrocentric 
understanding gained by Boyd's students impressed him enough to publish twenty-five 
papers produced during the class. The papers covered various themes in American 
history from an Afrocentric perspective. Boyd exemplified the hundreds of college 
professors who considered Roots a legitimate classroom tool. 34 _ 
Secondary school instructors also incorporated Roots into their courses. A black 
literature class from Phoenix, Arizona, thanked Haley for influencing them to research 
their own ancestral roots. The coordinator of Afro-American studies for the New York 
City School system envisioned Roots "as supplying a whole course of study for young 
people." She also asked Haley's permission to write a children's book series based on 
33Morris Johnson, William Primus, Sharon Thomas, From Freedom to Freedom: African Roots in 
American Soil, A Study Based on Roots: The Saga of an American Family. (Milwaukee: Purnell Reference 
Books, 1977), v. Ibid,iv. 
34Roots: Some Student Perspectives, Reading in Black History and Culture: African Roots in 
American Soil, A Study Based on Roots: The Saga of an American Family. (Detroit: College of Lifelong 
Leaming, Wayne State University, 1977), iii. 
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Roots. The widespread use Roots in the classroom during the late 1970s showed the 
informative power of Haley's Afrocentric message and his vision of American history.35 
Not all college professors considered Roots a legitimate tool for the classroom. In 
198 1, Gary Mills, professor of history at the University of Alabama and an expert in 
genealogy, and his wife Elizabeth Mills challenged the validity of Haley's research. The 
Mills did the same archival research that Haley claimed to have done. They found that 
Haley could not have documented his family's genealogy back to a specific African 
named Kunta Kinte. The Mills conceded that the oral history passed down by Haley's 
family might have been accurate, but they challenged the validity of using Roots as a 
classroom tool. Elizabeth Mills contended that they "expected ineptitude, but not 
subterfuge . . .  Haley got everything wrong in his pre-Civil War lineage. · t82 pages and 
39 chapters on Haley's family have no basis in fact." It should be noted that Gary Mills 
later helped to found The League of the South, a neo-Confederate organization that 
sought to "advance the cultural, social, economic, and political independence of the 
southern people by all honorable means. "  The League also vowed to protect "Anglo­
Celtic culture" and to seek the end of legal integration. The Mills' probably had an 
ideological as well as a professional genealogical motivation for challenging Haley's 
research methods. 36 
35Betty Anne Jackson to Alex Haley, May 29, 1974, Box One, Folder Eleven, The Alex Haley 
Collection, University of Tennessee Special Collections. Black Literature Class, South Mountain High 
School, Phoenix, Arizona, to Alex Haley, December 19, 1977, Series One, Box One, Folder Eleven, Fan 
Mail, The Alex Haley Collection, University of Tennessee Special Collections. 
36Mills, Gary B, and Mills, Elizabeth Shown, "Roots and the New "Faction" :  A Legitimate Tool 
for Clio?," Virginia Magazine of History and Biography. 198 1  89( 1) :  3-26. Elizabeth Mills quoted from 
Nobile, 35 . http://www.dixienet.org. 
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The genealogist criticism notwithstanding, Roots led many Americans to research 
the history of their own families. Interest in genealogy among many ethnic groups 
increased after Roots. Requests for genealogical information overwhelmed many state 
archives, and genealogical requests to the National Archives tripled. Before Roots, 
genealogy was an obsession for elite whites, but the new wave of interest came from a 
wider cross-section of Americans. Haley's claim of reuniting his American and African 
family undoubtedly inspired much of the new genealogical enthusiasm. Hundreds of 
people informed Haley that Roots inspired them to research their own families. Many 
Americans wanted to reunite their families in similar fashion to Haley's. Roots helped to 
start the genealogical craze that swept America during the 1980s because Haley's story 
spoke to people who felt disconnected from their ancestral past.37 
Although many white Americans responded positively to Roots, others held on to 
the traditional degraded image of Africans as the only legitimate way to interpret black 
history. The potential positive impact of Roots on the black community disturbed them. 
In 1978 Kurt Saxon, a white supremacist author, challenged Haley's Afrocentric message 
by asserting that Roots was a "disservice to blacks [by] causing them resentment of 
whites and a false sense of pride in their ancestors." The book encouraged, Saxon 
insisted, "a belief that they are somehow in bondage here, rather than living the good life 
in their native homeland." Saxon also contended that Kunta Kinte was "insane . . .  by 
37Michelle Hudson, "The Effect of Roots and The Bicentennial on Genealogical Interest Among 
Patrons of the Mississippi Department of Archives and History," November 199 1 ,  53(4), 324. 
"Everybody's Search for Roots," Newsweek, July 4, 1977, 25-38. Israel Shenker, "Now, Jewish Roots," 
New York Times, Sunday Magazine, March 20, 1977, 42-45 . Leta Stark to Alex Haley, May 29, 1978, 
Series One, Box One, Folder Thirteen, Fan Mail, the Alex Haley Collection, University of Tennessee 
Special Collections. Wilbur Jessup to Alex Haley, June 6, 1974, Series, Box One, Folder Eleven, Fan Mail, 
The Alex Haley Collection, University of Tennessee Special Collections. Tony Horowitz, Confederates in 
the Attic : Dispatches from the Unfinished Civil War, (New York: Pantheon, 1998), 32. 
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comparison with other slaves on the plantation. They adapted. They were normal. He 
couldn't, so he wasn't normal at all." Saxon quoted liberally from nineteenth-century 
magazine articles and encyclopedias that presented blacks as degraded and "uncivilized". 
The tradition of white supremacist thought in the United States justified Saxon's racist 
views, and he denied the validity of Roots because Haley challenged the well-entrenched 
image of the degraded black. Saxon's reaction to Roots exemplifies the continuance of 
white-racist stereotypes in America during the late-twentieth century, in spite of the great 
popularity of Roots among many whites. 38 
White-racist discourse concerning the value of African American culture would 
continue into the twenty-first century. In March 2001, The History Channel aired a 
documentary Unfinished Civil War that focused on southern identity, Civil War re­
enactors, and the South Carolina Confederate flag debate. During a rally dedicated to 
keeping the Stars and Bars flying defiantly over the South Caro�ina State House, a white 
pastor extolled the great benefits imparted to African Americans by western civilization. 
He also asserted that Africans possessed no civilization of their own. David Lane, a Ku 
Klux Klan leader during the 1980s, expressed succinctly the basic ideology of white 
supremacists: "We must secure the existence of our people and a future for white 
children." In 2002, Lane's fourteen words appear on almost every white supremacist web 
site in America. The American Nazi Party and the National Knights of the Ku Klux Klan 
use the fourteen words in the title page of their websites. The statement clearly echoes 
centuries of rhetoric that upheld white superiority and stressed the danger posed by 
38Kurt Saxon, Root-Rot: Kurt Saxon's Answer to Alex Haley. (Eureka, Ca: Atlan Formularies, 
1978), 4. Ibid, 3. http://www.kurtsaxon.com. 
blacks. Twenty-five years after America fell in love with Roots, Haley's message 
retained its instructive value.39 
Alex Haley died at the age of seventy in 1992 but remained a celebrated author. 
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At the time of his death, Roots had sold over 12 million copies worldwide and a third epic 
television miniseries based on the Haley family, Queen, aired in 1993 . That same year, 
his reputation survived a revival of the Roots veracity debate because the new wave of 
allegations presented no fresh information. He received multiple posthumous honors 
including the christening of the USS Alex Haley, a Coast Guard cutter.40 
Why did Alex Haley's Roots create such a phenomenon? Undoubtedly the 
television presentation of an Afrocentric myth of American history was the prime factor. 
Yet to say that the success of the miniseries was the only factor ignores the intensely 
personal reaction of individual people to the Kunta Kinte myth. One jubilant reader 
informed Haley that he had "brought Africa to us, you have brought the black man to 
Africa. We can cry in one voice. Oh ! Its really wonderful . "  People reacted to Roots 
because they were ready.for an Afrocentric myth of the African Diaspora. African 
Americans needed a positive reminder that their contributions to American society were 
valuable despite the degrading influence of slavery. Roots gave generations of African 
Americans a historical voice by explaining American history from the black perspective. 
39http://www.americannaziparty.com. http://www.nationalknights.org. 
40Christopher John Farley, Donna Gable, Marilyn Alias, Matt Roush, "He Was Like a Modem 
Prophet," USA Today, February 11, 1992, A-1. Betty Winston Baye, J.D. Podolsky, "Tom Up by the 
Roots," Publishers Weekly. Vol. 38, Issue 14, 71. "Alex Haley's Roots Revisited," Essence, February 
1992, 88-91. "Alex Haley's Epic Drama Queen Stars Halle Berry as a Mulatto Struggling with her Identity 
in Six-hour Miniseries," Jet, February 15, 1993, Vol. 83, Issue 16, 34. "Novel at Center of Roots 
Plagiarism Suit Reissued," Publishers Weekly. July 12, 1993, 13. Nobile, 31-39. "Coast Guard to Name 
Ship in Honor of Roots Author Alex Haley," Jet, July 7, 1997, 16. 
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The furor over Roots crested after the miniseries aired, but Roots affected people in 
whatever form they consumed it. It dispelled the timeworn myths of African barbarity 
and the "civilizing" influence of slavery. Finally, African Americans appeared not as 
recipients of "civilization" but as partners in creating American culture.
41 
Roots is significant as myth, not as history. Haley employed faulty, and possibly 
dishonest, research methods. Insufficient historical sources exist to document that Roots 
represents the "true" story of the Haley family. But the Kunta Kinte story, if taken as 
myth, resonates with great symbolic meaning for the African-American community. 
Kunta Kinte reconnected black America with Africa. Roots also presents a "civilized" 
image of Africa in direct opposition to the American understanding of the "Dark 
Continent." Roots challenged the racist ideology of modern white supremacist groups, 
who continued to deny the contributions of African civilization in shaping American 
culture. Afrocentric stories, such as that of Kunta Kinte, dispel Eurocentric myths of 
African barbarity. 
Roots shaped black America's consciousness because it presented a uniquely 
Afrocentric view of the slave experience, something that had been absent from the 
historical annals. In the 1960s and 1970s, academic historians sought to understand the 
white and black experience with American slavery. For a century, African American 
intellectuals tried to convey an Afrocentric image of the slave experience to America, but 
in 1976, few African Americans possessed much understanding of their African roots. It 
was into this cultural milieu that Kunta Kinte arrived. Finally, the mass of African 
41Althea Defour to Alex Haley, May 23, 1974, Box One, Folder Eleven, The Alex Haley 
Collection, University of Tennessee Special Collections. 
Americans experienced an Afrocentric myth of American history. Haley succeeded 
where more intellectual Afrocentrists and academic historians failed. He developed an 
Afrocentric perspective for the mass of African Americans. The study of American 
history from the black perspective continues to imbue the American past with a fresh 
perspective too long ignored. Kunta Kinte remains a positive cultural icon for African 
Americans in understanding how they arrived in America in shackles but persevered to 
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